PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE STARTING.

1 Before you start

Please note:

- Keep the CALEX Cap device in the fridge 2-8°C until you are ready to use it.
- DO NOT remove the blue cap from the CALEX Cap device at any stage.
- The white cap on the CALEX Cap device is designed to open and lock only once, DO NOT test before using.
- It is recommended that feces from the first bowel movement of the day is used as it is likely to contain the highest concentration of calprotectin.
- Use a clean container (for example a paper plate or toilet paper) for collection of feces.
- If you spill the liquid, DO NOT attempt to replace it. Instead, get a new CALEX cap.
- Make sure that the tube is labelled with your birthdate and write the date for collecting the sample by hand with a pen.
- Leave the sample for analyze as quick as possible (within 24h).
2 Using the CALEX Cap Device:

1. Holding the CALEX device with the white cap pointing upward remove the sampling pin by simultaneously turning clockwise and pulling up the white cap.

DO NOT UNSCREW THE BLUE CAP AT ANY STAGE

2. Dip the sampling pin into the feces and twist before removing. Repeat this process three to five times in different places in the sample so that the grooves are completely filled.

3. CALEX tube and push firmly into the locking position (you will feel and hear two clicks).

Keep sample in fridge 2-8°C until submit tube to VC or Lab.

DOKUMENTHISTORIK
Förändring i aktuell utgåva

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sida</th>
<th>Förändring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Text på svenska i första stycket översätts till engelska (PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE STARTING)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pappersutskrift
Dokument som skrivits ut på vitt papper är inte dokumentstyrda kopia och ska före användandet kontrolleras mot original i Centuri.